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Lessons 1 through 4 focus on understanding place value and representing numbers from rnillions to
tirousandths on a place value chart.

You can expect to see homer,vork that asks your child to do the following:

r Multiply and cli.vide by 10, I 00, and 1,000 using the place value chart (as shown in the satnple problem

below).

r Write nurrrbers in exponential form (e g., 10,000 - l0a), and write expouential numbers in standard form
(e.g.,9x 103:9,000).

r Use knowleclge of measnrer:rents (e,g., 3 rn : 300 cm) and exponential form (e.g., 3 x 10: : 300) to solve

problems.

$&ffi PE;S P$$,&B!"EM (Fron Lessons t-4)

Use the place value chart ancl arrows to show how the value of each digit in the nttmber 421 changes when it is
divided by 100.

a. 421 - 100 : 4.2 t

,$I1

I

*_]

b. Write 100 in exponential form.

100: rO']

c. Convert 42 I millimeters to meters, and write an equzrtion with an exponent

.121 mrn: ()..12I m

.l:l+lt)r=0.421

LEARN MORE by viewing a video about using place value disks to sr:lve tnultiplication pr"oblems. Visit
eurmath.Iink/multiplication-pvdisks.
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For nrore resoul'ces, visit >> Ettreka.support
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r Practice drawing and labeling a place value chart (to the thousandths). Take turns drawing disks on the
chart. Challenge each other to say the name of the number that was drawn.

r Practice rnett'ic conversions rvith youl child in the kitchen. For example, measut'e water, juice, or rnilk
in miililitels and liters (1 L - 1.000 mL). Measure rice, beans, oatmeal, oI'su€Jar in grams and kilograms
(l kg: 1,000 g). Measure the kitchen counter, refrigerator, or walls in rnillirneters, centirteters, and meters
(1 rn= 100crnand Im- 1,000mm).

r PIay the "Exponent" dice game with yotlr child.

l. Your child rolls a die to represent arl exponent. The base number is 10.

2. You ask your child to saythe nurnber in standard fbnn.

Fol example, your child roils a.1. You ask, "Say 10r in standard form." He says, " 10.000."

YHffi"&S$

Exponential form: A numeric fbrm involving exponents (e.g., the exponential form of I .000 is l0r).

Plaee value: The valr.re of a given digit based on its positi.on in a nutnber (e.g., the place value of the digit 2 in
23-5 is 2{)0 (2 hundreds)).

Standard form: A way to write nurnbers using the digits 0-9 (e.g., the standard form of seventy-two and forty-
eight thousandths is 72.0"18).

MSSST$

Place Value Chart
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Number Correct:
,{...:\

Multiply by 10

1. 12x10=

7. 14x10=

5. 15x1,0=

tt. 17x1"0=

5. 81x10=

6. 10x81=

7. 2LxL0=

8 22x14=

9. 23x1"0=

10. 29x10=

11 YZ A .LU -

12. 10x92=

13. 18x1"0=

14. 19x10=

15. 20x10=

16. 30x10=

17. 40x10=

L8 80x10=

19. 10x80=

)n 10x50=

21 1"0x90=

22. 1,0x70=

23. 34x10=

14. 134x10=

25. 234x10=

)a 334x10=

27. 834 x 1"0 =

28. 10x834=

29. 45x10=

30. L45x10=

J1 245x10=

32. 345x10=

33. 945x10=

34. 56x10=

35. 456x10=

36. 556x10=

37. 950x10=

38. 10x950=

39. L6x10=

40. 1"0x60=

41 493x10=

42. l-0x84=

96x10=

44. 10x580=
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Multiply by 10

Number Correct:

lmprovement:

1. 13x1"0=

2. 14x10=

a 15x10=

4. 19x10_-

5. 91x10=

6. 10x91=

7. 31x10=

8. 32x10=

o 33x10=

10. 38x10=

11 83x10=

1,0x83=

13. 28x10=

t4. 29x10=

1J. 30x10=

lb. 40x10=

T7 50x10=

18. 90x10=

19. 1"0x90=

)n 1"0x20=

21"- 10x60=

22. 10x80=

L>, 43x10=

74. 143 x l-0 =

25 243x10=

26 343 x l-0 =

743xIA=

-)Q
1"0 x 743 =

29. 54x10=

1n 154x10=

31. 254x10=

32. 354x10=

33. 854x10=

34. 65x10=

3s. 465x10=

36. 565x10=

37. 960 x l-0 =

56. 1-0 x 960 =

39. 17x10=

40. 1"0x70=

41. 582x10=

42. 10x73=

43. 98x10=

44. 10x470=

E9BEI(A Lesson 1: 
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Name Date

l. Use the place value chart and arrows to show how the value of the each digit changes. The first one has

been done for you.

a. 3.452 x 1-0 = 34.52

i3
-:------J---

, : 3{ 4k

b. 3.452 x 100 =

i,i!,
;l
'l,1

5'2 -'/ '

---rr{-----i{12i
ii

c. 3.452 x 1,000 =

EUREKA
MATH"

Lesson 1: Reason concretely and pittorially using place value understanding to
r0latp adlacent base ten units fro'n nrillions to thousandlhs.

O2015 Great Mind5. eureka-malh.orB

d. Explain how and why the value of the 5 changed in (a), (b), and (c).
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2. Use the place value chart and arrows to show how the value of each digit changes. The flrst one has been

done for you.

a. 345 + 10 = 34.5

b. 345 + 1"oo =

-\---
\

3

ia
1r:i ,J.'il

rrl,

c. 345 * 1,000 =

d. Explain how and why the value of the 4 changed in the quotients in (a), (b), and (c).

EUREKA
MATH"

Lesson 1: Reason concretely and pictorially ustng place value understanding to

relate adiacent bast'tc'n units frorn millions to thoLlsandths

O20 l5 6reat Minds. eureka-math.org
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3. A manufacturer made 7,234 boxes of coffee stirrers. Each box contains 1,000 stirrers. How many stirrers

did they make? Explain yourthinking, and include a statement of the solution.

4. A student used his place value chart to show a nunrber. After the teacher instructed him to multiply his

number by L0, the chart showed 3,200.4. Draw a picture of what the place value chart looked like at first.

.-*_-....1
';

i
I

I

Explain how you declded what to draw on your place value chart. Be sure to include your reasoning

about how the value of each digit was affected by the multiplication. Use words, pictures, or numbers.

5. A microscope has a setting that magnifies an object so that it appears 100 times as large when viewed

through the eyepiece. lf a tiny insect is 0.095 cm long, how long will the insect appear in centin"leters

through the microscope? Explain how you know.

a

i:ri
:irl

EUREKA
MATH"

Lesson 1 Reason concretely and pictorially using plac€: value understandinB to
relate adjacent base ten units frorn millions to lhousandths.

O20 l5 6reat Minds. eureka-math.org
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Name

1. Use the place value chart and arrows to show

done for you.

a. 4.582 x 10 = 45.82

Lssswn 1 $-{omewurlt

Date

how the value of each digit changes. The first one has been

:

I

281 x 100 =

:a
a

c. 9.254 x 1,000 =

d. Explain howand whythe value of the 2 changed in (a), (b), and (c).

EUREKA
MATH-

Lesson 1 Reason concrel€ly and pictorially using place value understandil"]g to
relate adjaccnt basc ten unil s from ntillions to thousandths.

O20:15 6reat Minds. eureka-,natl) or8
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Z. Usetheplacevaluechartandarrowstoshowhowthevalueofeachdigitchanges. Thefirstonehasbeen

done for you.

a. 2.46 + 10 = 0.246

,rl - 
."""' : ---, .. "- .-.::."":i

6i
__--\=
s\i 4i51

b. 678 + 100 =

67: 1,000 =

d. Explain how and why the value of the 6 changed iri the quotients in (a), (b), and (c).

EUREKA
MATH"

Lesson 1: Reason co{rcrQtely and pictorially using place value understandinB to
relate adJacenl base ten ur'lits from millions to thousandths.

O20.15 Great Minds. eureka'nialh.orB
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Researchers counted 8,912 monarch butterflies on one branch of a tree at a site in Mexico. They

estimated that the total number of butterflies at the site was 1,000 times as large. About how many

butterflies were at the site in all? Explain your thinking, and include a statement of the solution.

A student used his place value chart to show a number, After the teacher instructed hinr to divide his

number by 100, the chart showed 28.003. Draw a picture of what the place value chart looked like at

fi rst.

......*t*. . " .,., .,", . ,".",-1.. """"""*""-"-." I'*-i*" .i 
i

1irlrli:il
i
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Explain how you decided what to draw on your place value chart. Be sure to include reasoning about

how the value of each digit was affected by the division.

5. On a map, the perimeter of a park is 0.251 meters. The actLral perimeter of the park is 1,000 times as

large. Whatistheactual perinreterofthepark? Explainhowyouknowusingaplacevaluechart.

'iO
.

ir!

EUREKA
MATI{"

Reason cDncretely and pictorially using place value understandirlg to
relate adjacent base len utlits from nrillions to thousandths.

O201.5 Great Minds. eureka-math or8

Lesson 1:
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1,000,000 100,000 1"0,000 1,000 100 10 1
1

-IU
1

100

I
1000

Millions
Hundred

Thousands

Ten

Thousands
Thousands Hundreds Tens Ones Tenths Hundredths Thousandths

millions through thousandths place value chart

EgBEt(A Lesson 1: 
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unlabeled hundreds through hundredths place value chart

Lwss*rt t Y*mplote 3

EUREKA
MATH"

Lesson I Reason cor'rcretely and pictorially using pl.:cr: value trnderstanding to
relale adjacent base ten units from ffillions to thousandths.

(420.15 r reJt tr,rds eure(nailalh orB
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DateName

1. Solve.

a. 54,000 x l-0 =

b, 54,000 + 1"0 =

c. 8.7x10=

d. 8.7+10=

2. Find the products.

a. 19,340 x 10 =

b. L9,340 x 100 =

c. 19,340 x 1,000 =

e. 0.1"3 x 100 =

f. 13 + 1,000 =

g. 3.12 x 1,000 =

h. 4,031-.2 + 100 =

d. Explain how you decided on the number of zeros in the products for (a), (b), and (c).

EU_LEKA Lesson 2: 
[:::::f ::li:?];:Ifi:f;:""i,\::,:J:,'ff::"0'',* 

to rerate adracent

MATH"
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3. Find the quotients,

a. 152+10=

b. 152 + L00 =

c. 152 + 1,000 =

d. Explain how you decided where to place the decimal in the quotients for (a), (b), and (c).

4. Janice thinks that 20 hundredths is equivalent to 2 thousandths because 20 hundreds is equalto 2

thousands. Use worcls and a place value chart to correct Janice's error'

5. Canada has a population that is about fr as targe as the United States. lf Canada's population is about 32

million, abor-rt how many people live in the United States? Explain the number of zeros in Your the

answer.

EULEKA Lesson 2: 
[:::iH:I[i:l;::'fr H;i""i':",,',]x",;::"0'"* 

to rerate adlacent

MATH"
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Name Date

1". Solve.

a. 36,000 x 10 =

b. 36,000 + 1"0 =

c. 4.3x10=

e. 2.4 x 100 =

f . 24 + 1,000 =

g. 4.54 x 1,000 =

d. 4.3+10= h. 3,045.4 + 100 =

2. Find the products.

a. 14,566 x 10 =

b. 14,560 x 100 =

c. 14,560 x 1,000 =

Explain how you decided on the number of zeros in the products for (a), (b), and (c)'

EUREKA Lesson 2: 
[::::ff:::i:?:H:If;:"i::"',i1'::,#."",;r"'ns 

to rerate adiacent

MATH"
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3. Find the quotients.

a. 16.5 + 10 =

b. 16.5 + 100 =

c. Explain how you decided where to place the decimal in the quotients for (a) and (b).

4. Ted says that 3 tenths multiplied by 100 equals 300 thousandths. ls he correct? Use a place value chart

to explain your answer.

5. Alaska has a larrd area of about 1,700,000 square kilometers. Florida has a land ,r., * the size of Alaska
r0

What is the land area of Florida? Explain how you found your answer.

EUBETG Lesson 2: 
X:::i:i::l[::J,:il]fi:';:?""i1::i]T,i;l:'.,'" 

to r€rrate adjacent

MATH"
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units' and exprai'r patterns in the
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Less*cl 3 $print

Number Correct:
$\

,}N

Multiply by 3

L. 1x3=

2. 3x1=

l 2x3=

4 3x2=

5. 3x3=

6. 4x3=

7. 3x4=

8. 5x3=

9. 3x5=

10. 6x3=

11. 3x6=

rz. 7x3=

13. 3x7=

74. 8x3=

1). 3x8=

16. 9x3=

L/. 3x9=

18. 1"0x3=

19. 3x1"0=

20 3x3=

21. 1x3=

1a 2x3=

tf
L). 10x3=

24. 9x3=

25. 4x3=

26. 8x3=

27. 5x3=

28. 7 x3=

29. 6x3=

)u. 3x10=

3x5=

32. 3x6=

5J.
1 -. a -)/ L-

34. 3x9=

3s. 3x4=

36. 3x3=

37. 3x2=

38. 3x7=

5:1. 3x8=

40. 11 x3=

41. 3x11 =

41. 12x3=

45. 3x13=

44. L3x3=
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Number Correct:

lmprovement:N
Multiply by 3

1. 3x1=

2. l-x3=

a 3x2=

4 2x3=

q 3x3=

6. 3x4=

7. 4x3=

a 3x5=

9. 5x3=

10. 3x6=

6x3=

)- 1. 3x7=

13. 7x3=

14. 3x8=

LJ. 8x3=

16. 3x9=

17. 9x3=

18. 3x10=

19. 10x3=

l-x3=

2L, 10x3=

22. 2x3=

23. 9x3=

74. 3x3=

25. 8x3=

26. 4x3=

27 7 x3=

28. 5x3=

29. 6x3=

JU, 3x5=

31 3xL0=

2) 3x1=

33. 3x6=

34. 3x4=

35. 3x9=

36. 3x2=

37. 3x7 =

38. 3x3=

3x8=

40. L1 x3=

41 3x11 =

42. 13x3=

.tJ. 3x13=

44. 12x3=

ElrlLEl_(A Lesson 3: 
;;X,T""jl"ffJ:J:ffj;:i.",:rue 

units' and exprain patterns in the

MATH"
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1. Write the following in exponential form (e.g., 100 = 1"02)'

a. 10,000 = d. 100 x 100 =

b. 1,000 = e. 1,000,000 = _

c. 1"0 x i-0 = f. 1,000 x 1,000 =

2. Write the following in standard form (e.g., 5 x 1"02 = 500)'

a. 9x103= e. 4.025x103=

b. 39 x 10'1= f. 40.25 x 1oa=

c. 7,20A + 1.02 = g. 72.5 + 10? =

h. J.2 - 701 =d. 7,200,000 + 103 =

3. Think about the answers to Problem 2(a-d). Explain the pattern used to find an answer when you

multiply or divide a whole number by a power of 10.

4. Think about the answers to Problem 2(e-h). Explain the pattern used to place the decimal in the answer

when you multiply or divide a decimal by a power of 10.

EUREKA Lesson 3: Use exponents to nan"re place value units, and explain patterns in the

ffiiifi=- 
' placernent of the decirnal point

O2015 Gredt Minds eureka-math.or8
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5. Complete the patterns.

a. 0.03 0.3

b. 6,500,000 65,000

C. 9,430 94.3 9.43

d, 999 9990 99,900

7.5 750 75,000

f. Explain how you found the unknown numbers in set (b). Be sure to include your reasoning about the

number of zeros in your numbers and how you placed the decimal.

g. Explain how you found the unknown numbers in set (d). Be sure to include your reasonirrg about the

number of zeros in your numbers and how you placed the decimal.

6. Shaunnie and Marlon missed the lesson on exponents. Shaunnie incorrectly wrote l"0s = 50 on her paper,

and Marlon incorrectly wrote 2.5 x 102 = 2.500 on his paper'

a. What mistake has Shaunnie made? Explain using words, numbers, or pictures why her thinking is

incorrect and what she needs to do to correct her answer'

b. What mlstake has Marlon made? Explain using words, numbers, or pictures why his thinking is

incorrect and what he needs to do to correct his answer.

EU_B!EI_(A Lesson 3: 
;:?:,ii""jlTT#;:il:j;::J,: ',e 

u"its, and exprain parterns in the

MATH"
O201S Great Minds eureka-rfath org
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Name Date

1. Write the following in exponential fornr (e.g., 100 = 1"02).

a. 1000 = d. 100 x 10 =

b. 1,0 x 10 =.

c. 100,000 =

e. 1,000,000 =

f. 10,000 x 10 =

2. Write the following in standard form (e.g., 4 x !02 = 400).

a. 4x10r= e. 6.072x103=

b. 64xlOa= f . 6A.72 x l-04 =

c. 5,300 + 102 = g. 948 + 103 =

h. 9.4 + 702 =d. 5,300,000 + 103 =

3. Complete the patterns.

a. 0.02 0.2

b. 3,400,000 34,000

8,570 85.7 8.57

d. 444 4440 44,400

9.5 950 95,000

EUREKA 
Lesson 3: Use exponents to name place value units, and ex,rlain patterns in the

tm?'ii=- 
- pracement of the decimar point

O2015 GredI Mirds. eureka nlath.org
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4. After a lesson on exponents, Tia went home and said to her mom, "l learned that t04 is the same as

40,000." She has made a mistake in her thinking. Use words, numbers, or a place value chart to help Tia

correct her mistake.

5. Solve 247 + 102 and 247 x 102.

a. What is different about the two answers? Use words, numbers, or pictures to explain how the digits

shift.

b. Based on the answers from the pair of expressions above, solve 247 + 103 and 247 x 1A1.

EUREKA Lesson 3: Use exponents to nanle place value units, and explain patterns in the

ili^Tii= 
racetneni of the decrrnar point.

(92015 0reat Minds eureka-nrath org
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powers of 10 chart

EUREKA
MATH"

Use exporrents to name place value units, and explain patterns in the
placerrent of the decimal point.

Lesson 3:

O2015 Greal Minds. eureka-ildth org
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Name Date

1. Convert and write an equation with an exponent. Use your fiteter strip when it helps you.

a. 3meterstocentimeters 3m=300crn 3 x 1Q1---3-Q0--

b. 105 centimeters to meters 105 cm = m

c. 1.68 meters to centimeters m = cm

d. 80 centimeters to meters cm = m

e. 9.2 meters to centimeters m = cm

f. 4 centirxeters to r]leters cm= m

g. ln the space belolv, list the letters of the problems where larger units are converted to smaller units'

2. Convert using an equation with an exponent. Use your meter strip when it helps you

a. 3 meters to rnillimeters

b. 1,2 meters to millimeters

c. 1,020 millimeters to meters

d. 97 millimeters to meters

e. 7.28 meters to rnlllimeters

f. 4 millimeters to meters

m= mm

m= mm

mm= m

mm= m

m = n"lry]

mfil= m

g. ln the space below, list the letters of the problems where smaller units are converted to larger units.

EUREKA Lesson 4: 
:^t^..I,]:n.n,r 

to denote powers of 10 \'vitli applrcation to metric

ilf,4il1"- 
- conversrorrs'

O2015 Great Mrnds. e!reka-nrath.orS
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3. Read each aloud as you write the equivalent measures. Write an equation with an exponent you might

use to convert.

a. 3.512 m =

b. Bcm=

c. 42mm=

d. 0.05 m =

e. 0.002 m =

mrlr 3.512 x 1-03 = 3,512

m

nl

mm

cm

4. The length of the bar for a high jump competition must always be 4.75 m. Express this measurement in

millimeters. Explain yor-ir thinking. lnclude an equation with an exponent in your explanation.

5. A honey bee's length measures 1cm. Expressthis measurement in meters. Explain yourthinking.

lnclude an equation with an exponent in your explanation.

5. Explain why converting fronr meters to centimeters uses a different exponent than converting from

meters to millimeters.

EUREKA Lesson 4: Y:.:.:ll:r"",t 
to denote powers of 10 with application to metric

cor-rversions.

€1201 5 Greal Mindr. eureka-nrith org
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Name Date

1". Convert and write an equation with an exponent. Use your meter strip when it helps you.

a. 2 meters to centimeters 2m = 200 cm 2 x L02 = 200

b. 108 centimeters to meters 1-08 cm = m

c. 2.49 meters to centimeters m = cm

d. 50 centimeters to meters ct-t'l = m

e. 6.3 meters to centimeters m = cm

f. 7 centimeters to rneters cm= m

g. ln the space below, list the letters of the problems where smaller units are converted to larger units.

Z. Convert using an equation with an exponent. Use your meter strip when it helps you.

a. 4 meters to millimeters

b. 1.7 meters to millimeters

c. 1,050 millimeters to meters

d. 65 millinreters to rneters

e. 4.92 meters to millimeters

f. 3 millirneters to meters

m= mm

m= mm

mm= m

mm= rn

m= mrn

mm= m

g. ln the space below, list the letters of the problems where larger units are converted to snraller units

EUREKA Lesson 4: y:.:.::::nu",t to denote porvers of 10 with application to rretric
collvers lon s.

1912015 6real Mlnd5. eureka-nralh.orS
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3. Read each aloud as you write the equivalent measures. Write an equration with an exponent you might

use to convert.

a. 2.638 m =

b. 7cm =

c^ 39 mnt =

d. 0.08 m =

e. 0.005 m =

2.638x103=2,638mm

m

m

mm

cm

4. YiTing's height is 1.49 m. Express this measurement in millimeters. Explain your thiriking. lnclude an

equation with an exponent in your explanation.

S. A ladybug's Iength measures 2 cm. Expressthis measurement in meters. Explain yourthinking. lnclude

an equation with an exponent in your explanation.

6. Thelengthof astickynotemeasuresTT millimeters. Expressthislengthinmeters. Explainyourthinking.
lnclude an equation with an exponent in your explanation.

EUREKA Lesson 4: ::.:.::l:ru",t 
to denote powers of 10 with application to nretric

ililitIit'- 
conversrons.

O2015 Greal Mi0d5. eureka-nrath.org
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KHY {S$$f, il pY S}rHm.W* HW

In Lessons 5 and 6, students focus on writing numbels ir-r diff'erent forms to the tirousandths place using

decimals and fractions. Students also learn to compare decimals using the syrnbols for greater than (>), less

than (<), or equal to (:).

You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:

r Represeut the sarne number in different fbrms (as showu in the sample problern below).

r Compare nurnbers using syrnbols.

$AMPLH Pffi,O$f;-ffiM (Fr,))tt L, ss,,it i)

Represent 25.113 in standard form, word form, expanded form using decirnals and fractions, unit form, and as a

mixed number'.

Standard form: 25.41"]

Wold form: Tusen tg-Jive anclfotr,r' hrtndred thirteen thausnttdtlts

Expandedformtisingdecimals: 2 x t0 + 5 x 1 + 4 x ().1'{- [ x 0.0I + 3 x {}.{i{}1
_r I _1

Expandedforprnsingfi'actions: 2 x I0 + 5 x I +rl * l0 + I x tr00 +3 x ltX)()

Unit fornr: 2 tems 5 o*es 4 tentlrc I hundredth 3 tltottsand'tlts

Mixed number: l5 ,1-13'' -- r000

For more resources, visit > Eu,rekct..support
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H$W YSU qA$$ ffiff-p &Y FltlN&

r Writeachallengirlgnumberu,iththleenumberstotherightofthedecirnal,suchas 1,769,432.158.Askyour

chilcl to say the nurnber in unit form. "Say the numbel nsing place value units starting from the nrillions to

the thousandths place." (Answer: I million, 7 hundred-thousands, 6 ten-thousands, 9 thousancls,'l hundreds,

3 tens,2 ones, I tenth,5 hundredths, 8 thousandths.)

r Play the "Comparison" cat'd game with yor-rr child.

I . Take out the Jacks, Queetts, Kings, Aces, and Jokers.

2. Put the stack of remaining cards face down.

l. You and your child will each flip one card.

4. Name each card as tenths, and then compare them.

5. The person with the larger ntttnbel r,t ins a point.

For exarnple, you flip a 2, it represents 0.2. She flips a 7, it represents 0.7. Since 0.2< O.'/ , she wins a point.

Note: Flip I card to corrlpale tenths, flip 2 cards to compare hundredths, and flip 3 cards to compare

thousandths.

r Ask your child about place valne units while looking at a rnulti-digit number'. He can attempt to do this

without avisual aid for an extra challenge. "What unit is to the left of the ones place on the place value

chart? What unit is to the right of the tenths place on the place value chart?"

T$&.M$

Expanded form using decimals: A way to write a number by adding the value of its digits using decirnals (e.g.,

2 x 100-5 r l0+'/ x 1 +3 x 0.1 * 4 x0.01 :251.31).

Expanded form using fractions: A way to wlite a number by adding the value of its digits using fractions

(e.g.,2, 100, s, l0 t 7' I I' +** ^ #--ls7..r+).

&fl$BSL$

PlaceValue Chart

l-"ss{J,$.ss Ls0,sss 1S,nS$ :l.,ssfl l_os lfl L
I

l8
l

r0E

I
r00n

ful ilii*ns
fiu,ndred

'rhourands
Yen

Ttrous.ands
Tho,usands ltundreds TEn5 Snes

a
Tefithg nuedredths Ttrdrusind-{hs

ffiURmK& .i:'or trtr';r't r'rsr)i.rr'( r'ri, 1.'isrI

ftS&YM" ))i,'r:r?'..t.r.s?rlr,'|rr,i'l ,i 2(r 16. (li{l::.'\ l' \{ I \DS
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Number Correct:
..N

.\\ \
s\**\

Multiply Decimals by L0, 1"00, and 1,000

1 62.3 x L0 =

2. 62.3 x 1"00 =

) 62.3 x 1,000 =

4. 73.6 x l-0 =

5. 73.6 x 100 =

6. 73.6 x 1,000 =

7. 0.6 x l-0 =

8. 0.06 x L0 =

9. 0.006 x 10 =

10. 0.3x10=

0.3 x 100 =

rl 0.3 x 1,000 =

13. 0.02 x 10 =

L4, 0.02 x 100 =

15 0.02 x 1,000 =

16. 0.008 x 10 =

0.008 x 100 =

10ao. 0.008 x 1,000 =

19. 0.32 x 10 =

20. 0.67 x 10 =

21. 0.91 x 100 =

77. 0.74 x 100 =

EUREKA Lesson 5: Name clecinral fractions in expanded, unit, and word forms by

ilf6Ri=' 
applYins place value reasooing'

O2015 C.etrt N4 icls ture{a mnth or8

23. 4.1 x 1,,000 =

14. 7.6 x 1,000 =

25 0.01 x 1",000 =

)A 0.07 x L,000 =

27. 0.072 x 100 =

28. 0.802 x 10 =

29. 0.019 x 1,000 =

30. 7.41.2 x 1,000 =

71
JI 6.8 x 100 =

32. 4.901 x 10 =

33. 1"6.07 x 100 =

34. 9.19 x 10 =

35. 18.2 x 100 =

36. 1"4.7 x 1,000 =

37. 2.021, x 100 =

172.L x I0 =

3.2xZO=

40. 4.1 x2A=

4I 3.2x30=

42. 1.3x30=

43. 3.12 x 40 =

44 14.72 x 40 =
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Lessmn $ $pnint '' j"ii

Number Correct:

lnr provement:
-\N
N'".".\"

Multiply Decimals by 10, 1"00, and 1,000

1. 46.1 x 10 =

2. 46.1 x 100 =

3. 45.1x 1",000 =

4. 89.2 x 10 =

5. 89,2 x 100 =

6. 89.2 x 1,000 =

7. 0.3x10=

8. 0,03 x 10 =

9. 0.003 x 1-0 =

10. 0.9x10=

11. 0.9 x 100 =

12. 0.9 x 1,000 =

l-J. 0.04 x 10 =

)-4. 0.04 x 100 =

4CtJ. 0.04 x 1,000 =

16. 0.007 x 10 =

17. 0.007 x 1"00 =

18. 0.007 x 1,000 =

19. 0.45 x 10 =

20" 0.78 x 10 =

21. 0.28 x 100 =

22 0.1"9 x 1-00 =

EUREKA Lesson 5: Narne decimal fractions in expanded, unit, and word forms by

f,;-ffii*- 
' applving place value reasonins.

e)2015 Ci.3l lv1 .d5 eurein-nrath.org

23. 5.2 x 1,000 =

24. 8.7 x 1,000 =

25. 0.01 x 1,000 =

26. 0.08 x 1,000 =

0.083 x 10 =

28. 0.903 x 10 =

29. 0.017 x 1,000 =

30. 8.523 x 1,000 =

7.9 x 100 =

32. 5.802 x 10 =

.l -). 27.08 x 100 =

34. 8.18 x 10 =

35. 29.3 x 100 =

36. 25.8 x 1,000 =

37. 3.032 x l-00 =

38. 283.1 x L0 =

?q 2.!x20=

40. 3.3x20=

41. 3.1x30=

42 1.2x30=

41. 2.L1. x 4A =

44. 13.1-1 x 40 =
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Name Date

L. Express as decimal numerals. The first one is done for you

Express each of the following values in words

a" 0.005

b. 11.037

c. 403.608

Write the number on a place value chart. Then, write it in expanded form using fractions or decimals to

express the decimal place value units. The first one is done for you'

a. 35.827

Tens Ones Tenths Hundredths Thousandths

3 5 o 8 2 7

3s.827 =3 x t0+s x 1.t " (;).r, (,*,) .r, (rr*f) or

= 3 x 10+ 5 x L + B x 0.1" + 2 x 0.01+ 7 x 0.001"

EUREKA Lesson 5: Narne decinral fractions in expanded, unit, and word forms bY

[ilit'iit- 
- appryins place varue reasonins.

O2015 Greal Minds e!reka-nralh or8

a. Four thousandths 0.004

b. Twenty-fourthousandths

c. One and three hundred twenty-four thousandths

d. Six hundred eight thousandths

e. Six hundred and eight thousandths

t
4(t

1 000

alAs. 3 ""- 1000

h. 200 e04

1 000

2.1
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b. 0.249

c, 57.281

4. Writeadecinralforeachofthefollowing. Useaplacevaluecharttohelp,ifnecessary.

a. 7x 1o +4x1.u,(*).r, (*).,,. (#)

b. 5 x 1-00+3 x 10+B x0.1+9 x0.001

c. 4x 1,000+ 2 x 100 +7 x t.r, (*).0, (#)

5. Mr. Pham wrote 2.61"9 on the board. Christy says it is two and six hundred nineteen thousandths. Amy

says it is 2 ones 6 tenths t hundredth 9 thousandths. Who is right? Use words and numbers to explain

your answer.

EUREKA Lesson 5: Narne dtcinral fractions in expanded, unit, arrd word forrns by

ilili?-ii=- 
- apprying place value reasonins.

(0201.5 Greal Mirds. eureka math.orS
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Name

1. Express as decimal numerals. The first one is done for you.

Express each of the following values in words.

::::-

L*sswn $ $**mewor$q ,,lr,,E

Date

a. 0.008

a. Five thousandths 0.005

b. Thirty-five thousandths

c. Nine and two hundred thirty-flve thousandths

d. Eight hundred and five thousandths

__l
l

I

p o

1000--

- 21]t. 
-
100 0

ob 7
528

1 000

h. :-t00 
s02

I001)

b. 15.062

c. 607.409

3. Write the number on a place value chart. Then, write rt in expanded form using fractions or decimals to

express the decimal place value units. The first one is done for you.

a. 27.346

Tens 0nes - Tenths Hundredths Thousandths

2 7 3 4 6

27.34G=2 x 10+7 x r..t " (*).0, (*).0, (fr) o.

27.346= 2 x 1"0+7 x l-+3 x 0.1 +4 x 0.01 +6 x 0.001"

EUREKA Lesson 5: Narne decinral fractions in expanded, unit, and word forms by

nf/i?'ii.- 
- apprYins prace varue reasoning.

O2015 Great Miids. eureka-nrath.orB
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b. 0.362

c. 49.564

4. Write a decimal for each of the following. Use a place value chart to help, if necessary'

a. 3 x 10+sx r..z " (*f) 
-r. (*) .|"u" (*)

b. 9 x 100+2 x L0+3 x 0.1+7 x0.001

c. 5x1000+4x100+8x1*ox(l)+sx( 1 )
\roo./ ' - " \tono./

5. Atthebeginningof alesson,apieceofchalkls4.ST5incheslong. Attheendofthelesson,itis3.l"25
inches long. Write the two amounts in expanded form using fractions.

a. At the beginning of the lesson:

b. At the end of the lesson:

6. Mrs. Herman asked tlre class to write an expanded fornr for 412.638. Nancy wrote the expanded form

usipg fractions, and Charles wrote the expanded form using decimals. Write their responses.

EUREKA Lesson 5: Name decinral fractiorls in expanded, unit, and word fornrs by

[f[iii* 
' apprying prace varue reasonins
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